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THE POWER OF SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO IN WIRELESS INNOVATION
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ORCA = Orchestration and Reconfiguration Control Architecture
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ORCA AT A GLANCE
- Call: H2020-ICT-2016-1 
- Topic: ICT-13-2016 
(Future Internet Experimentation - Building 
a European experimental Infrastructure)
- Type of Action: RIA
- Budget: 4.996.475 €
(of which 1.790.000 € for Open Calls)
- Duration: January 2017 – June 2020
Partners
IDLAB, IMEC RESEARCH GROUP AT GHENT UNIVERSITY AND ANTWERP UNIVERSITY – PUBLIC
THE POWER OF SDR IN WIRELESS INNOVATION:
FROM SOFTWARIZATION TO ORCHESTRATION
INGRID MOERMAN
PUBLIC
FROM SOFTWARIZATION TO ORCHESTRATION
§ INTRO: spectrum sharing models & spectrum utilization bottlenecks
§ Boosting INNOVATION by SDR
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SOFTWARIZATION
VIRTUALIZATION
ORCHESTRATION
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Model Description Deployment Technologies
Licensed access Exclusive assignment of 
frequency band
Single mobile 
operator
Traditional cellular networks (e.g. GSM, 
UMTS, LTE, 5G)
Unlicensed shared 
access
License-free operation 
according to regional 
regulation 
Many providers Uncoordinated operation of many tech-
nologies (short range: IEEE802.11, 
IEEE802.15.4, Bluetooth, MulteFire,..., 
long range (LoRa, SigFox, Dash, 
IEEE802.11ah...)
Licensed Spectrum 
Sharing 
Frequency band assigned 
to multiple providers 
based on sharing rules
(location, spectrum)
Authorized provider 
(micro-operators) + 
mobile operators
Private LTE/5G networks (e.g. CBRS) 
Directive from FCC (US) : SAS
Directive from RSC (EC) : LSA
Licensed assisted 
access (LAA)
Use of unlicensed 
band(s) in addition to 
licensed band to boost 
performance 
Mobile operator + 
unlicensed network 
providers
Coexistence of cellular + unlicensed 
technologies (e.g. LTE-LAA)
Sharing in application-
specific bands 
Frequency band assigned 
to specific applications
Multiple providers DSRC 5.9 GHz for ITS: IEEE802.11p + 
LTE V2X
SPECTRUM USAGE MODELS
DIFFERENT MODELS EXIST TO WORK (OR NOT) TOGETHER 
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WHY SPECTRUM SHARING 
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GROWING DEMAND OF WIRELESS TRAFFIC
Source: Darpa SC2, https://youtu.be/cd3kCPvaXOw
50% growth every year!
< 6 GHz spectrum 
cannot grow!
PUBLIC
WHY SPECTRUM SHARING? 
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SPECTRUM ALLOCATION
PUBLIC
WHY SPECTRUM SHARING? 
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POPULAR SPECTRUM BANDS
(attractive propagation condition)
Low capacity
Sub 6 GHz band
PUBLIC
WHY SPECTRUM SHARING? 
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VERY FEW UNLICENSED SPECTRUM
PUBLIC
WHY SPECTRUM SHARING? 
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A LOT OF STATIC ALLOCATION
PUBLIC
WHY SPECTRUM SHARING? 
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MANY UNUSED SPECTRUM!
Source: Darpa SC2, https://youtu.be/cd3kCPvaXOw
PUBLIC
MOVE AWAY FROM ISOLATION OF SPECTRUM
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ISOLATION
AUTONOMY &
SPECTRUM COLLABORATION
T1 T2 T3 T5T4
➜
Source: Darpa SC2, https://youtu.be/cd3kCPvaXOw
Spectrum silos lead to overdimensioning and waste of spectrum
PUBLIC
SOME EXAMPLES OF SPECTRUM SHARING
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PUBLIC
TEAM SCATTER
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PUBLIC
TEAM SCATTER: DOUBLE PRIZE WINNER + FINALIST @ MWC (LA)
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Dec 2017: 750 000 USD prize Dec 2018: 750 000 USD prize 23 Oct. 2019: finalist, 6th position (out of 10)
PUBLIC
DARPA SC2L ALLEYS OF AUSTIN
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BEAUTIFUL COLLABORATION (MAINLY FREQUENCY SHARING)
Source: Darpa SC2, https://youtu.be/cd3kCPvaXOw
PUBLIC
EXAMPLE (ALLEYS OF AUSTIN) – THE GOOD
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BEAUTIFUL COLLABORATION: FREQUENCY & TIME SHARING
Source: Darpa SC2, https://youtu.be/cd3kCPvaXOw
PUBLIC
EXAMPLE (SLICE OF LIFE)
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SPECTRUM WAR!
Source: Darpa SC2, https://youtu.be/cd3kCPvaXOw
Team 1
Team 2
Team 3
Team 4
Team 5
surge in 
traffic
PUBLIC
LTE AND Wi-Fi ARE NOT DESIGNED TO WORK TOGETHER!
Different MAC, transport streams & timings
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LTE: OFDMA + stream of transport blocks
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Wi-Fi: OFDM + random packet access
Different PHY design parameters
PUBLIC
LTE-LAA (LICENSE ASSISTED ACCESS)
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CONTENTION OF SHORT WI-FI PACKETS AND LONG LTE TXOP
STARVATION of  Wi-Fi!
LTE LAA Channel Access Priority Classes EDCA parameters for each Access Category
PUBLIC
LTE-LAA (LICENSE ASSISTED ACCESS)
§ Adjustable muting period + adjustable TXOP
§ Cross-technology monitoring of load
§ Cross-technology management (load-balancing)
§ adjust LTE muting period and TXOP based on load
§ Example: 4 LTE + 4 Wi-Fi networks
imec solution: cross-technology coordination
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PUBLIC
SOFTWARIZATION
PUBLIC
SOFTWARIZATION – KEY DRIVER FOR 5G
§ Using software rather than hardware to perform the processing of radio and network functions
§ Great for non real-time (NRT) services, but RT services need hardware acceleration close to antenna
High infrastructure sharing
Full central coordination
Low infrastructure sharing
Central + local coordination
RoF
Ethernet
IP
HIGH COVERAGE
https://www-file.huawei.com/-/media/CORPORATE/PDF/mbb/cloud-ran-the-next-generation-mobile-network-architecture.pdf?la=en
LOW LATENCY
DEPLOYMENT COST
PUBLIC
5G IS GREAT, BUT… SOME OBSERVATIONS
§ Softwarization is great, but low latency will require 
§ less soft coding, more hard coding (hardware acceleration): shift from CPU to GPU & FPGA
§ shift of functionality closer to antenna
§ embedded hardware is also reprogrammable (soft code as well as hard code)
§ Softwarization is great for 5G infrastructure, but innovation also happens at end devices
§ Some smaller, local, indoor deployments, dynamic environments and niche markets may 
require easier to deploy, more flexible, lower-cost solutions than 5G without the 
need to delegate operation to external network operator
NEW AND SMALLER PLAYERS WOULD BRING INNOVATION
TALK 3(FPGA)
TALK 4(GPU)
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
ORCA-PROJECT.EU
To offer mature, real-time and versatile SDR platforms 
in advanced wireless test facilities
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SCOPE
RUN-TIME	LATENCY	
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CPU	(1)		
ASIC	
CPU	(N)	
FPGA	
~	chip	design	cycle		
paralleliza5on,	quan5za5on,	debug,	backend	and	chip	processing,	tes5ng	
~	FPGA	hard	coding	
paralleliza5on,	quan5za5on,	FGPA	compila5on	and	debug	
~	CPU(N)	soD	coding	
paralleliza5on,	debug	
~	CPU	soD	coding	
debug	
<	10	μs	 10	μs	 1ms	 30ms	
DSP	
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~	DSP	ﬁrmware	coding	
vectoriza5on,	calling	intrinsic	func5ons,	debug	
Real%me	SDR	=		
high	performance	AND	
high	versa%lity	
	
LTE SDR 
(4 ms HARQ)
Wi-Fi SDR 
(10 μs SIFS)
Versatility = Flexibility + Reprogrammability
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
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TOWARDS MORE REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION
SoA SDR split
Low 
Level 
PHY
High 
Level
PHY
High 
Level
MAC
IP stack
SW processing HW proc.
Low
Level
MAC
ORCA 
options
SW processing HW proc.
SW processing HW processing
SW processing HW processing
SW proc. HW processing
Data
Control
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
ORCA-PROJECT.EU
end-to-end networking experimentation
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SCOPE
End-to-end  =  PHY + MAC functionality on SDR
Physical Layer 
MAC Layer 
Network Layer 
Transport Layer 
Application Layer 
Physical Layer 
MAC Layer 
Network Layer 
Transport Layer 
Application Layer 
Physical Layer 
MAC Layer 
Network Layer 
Physical Layer 
MAC Layer 
Physical Layer 
End-to-end layers 
Distributed 
Link Link Link 
IP/SDN 
SDR state of the art
ORCA ambition
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
ORCA-PROJECT.EU
Compose, reconfigure and reprogram wireless devices at runtime
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SCOPE
AnalogDigital
Cloud Host Micro-
controller
FPGA
RF frontend Antenna
Data Plane Control Plane (including Monitoring)
SW programmable HW progr.
Digital
Live reprogramming
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
ORCA-PROJECT.EU
ORCA ARCHITECTURE: MULTIPLE NETWORKED SDR
SDR type A number N
…
SDR type A number 1
Digital
RF Frontend
Host
Cloud
Host
RF Frontend
µControl FPGA
PHY1
PHY2
MAC2
MAC1
SDR type B number 1
Digital
Analog
FPGA
PHY1PHY2MAC1
Experimenter
TALK 2
PUBLIC
SOME EXAMPLES OF SOFTWARIZATION
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IEEE802.15.4, IEEE 802.11, LTE
compliant transceivers
with complete 
communication stack
ORCA MAKES SDR TALK TO COMMERCIAL DEVICES 
EASY CUSTOMIZATION ON TOP OF WELL-PROVEN WIRELESS STANDARDS
COMMERCIAL OFF THE SHELF NODES
Flexible IoT Gateway
Private LTE base station
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
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ORCA MAKES SDR TALK TO COMMERCIAL DEVICES 
EASY CUSTOMIZATION ON TOP OF WELL-PROVEN WIRELESS STANDARDS
IEEE 802.15.4 CC2538
(commercial 
chip)
ORCA solution
Narrower 
BW
Standard Wider 
BW
Data Rate (kbps) 250 31.25 250 2000
Bandwidth (MHz) 2 0.25 2 16
RTT (ms)
[20 bytes in the air]
1.79 14.08 1.39 0.213
Sensitivity (dBm) -97 -107 -98 -90
Range (m) 110 347 123 49
High reliability
Low latency
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
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OPEN SOURCE FULL STACK REAL-TIME SDR WI-FI
FREE Open Source project
To be launched Jan. 2020
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
ORCA-PROJECT.EU 38
REAL-TIME EXPERIMENTATION WITH SDR AS EASY AS SIMULATIONS
• NS-3 originally used for simulation
• With NI L1/L2 API, experimentation in 
testbeds is as easy as simulation
LTE
Application
Framework
Ideas
Simulations
Prototypes
Standards
Products
Testbeds
Test
NS-3/LTE
Application
Example PHY
MAC
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
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ORCA OFFERS FLEXIBLE LOW-LATENCY MAC-PHY ARCHITECTURE
• Reconfigurable PHY and low-level MAC in hardware
• Run-time programmable high-level MAC
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
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IN-BAND FULL-DUPLEX CAPABLE SDRs FOR 
HIGH-THROUGHPUT NETWORKING EXPERIMENTATION
Real-time operation
50-70 dB analog self-interference cancelation by electrical balance duplexer
> 30 dB digital self-interference suppression
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
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5G MMWAVE SYSTEM AT 26 GHZ WITH COMPACT MULTI-BEAM ANTENNA ARRAY
• GFDM/OFDM PHY + up-conversion of USRP with an oscillator 
• multi-beam antenna array with a 16x16 Butler matrix implemented 
with cost effective PCB technology
TALK 2
PUBLIC
VIRTUALIZATION
PUBLIC
5G - NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION
§ Sharing of physical network resources by creation of isolated virtual networks (network slices)
§ Each network slice can be individually configured to serve a particular purpose (vertical), 
guaranteeing a particular set of performance characteristics
§ SDN centralized control of network slices
https://www.onug.net/blog/5g-network-slicing-and-enterprise-networking/
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
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to drive end-to-end wireless network innovation 
by bridging real-time SDR and SDN 
exploiting maximum flexibility at radio level, 
medium access level and network level, to meet 
very diverse application requirements
MAPPING OF RADIO RESOURCE 
SLICES  TO SDN FLOWS
Bridging SDR and SDNSCOPE
PUBLIC
SOME EXAMPLES OF VIRTUALIZATION
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eNobe B sharing
ORCA ENABLES INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING
Runner up of best paper competition WiNTECH 2017
Virtualization: eNodeB infrastructure sharing
§ Each operator uses its own spectrum
§ Maximum 20MHz bandwidth achieved in total
§ maximum 3 eNBs
§ 10+10MHz, 5+5+10MHz: 72Mbps
§ 5+5+5MHz: 54Mbps
WWW.HUB4NGI.EU
ORCA-PROJECT.EU
Orchestration and Reconfiguration
Control Architecture
www.orca-project.eu
The presented ORCA achievements in this showcase open a wide perspective for researchers by employing 
various technologies, such as full-duplex, GFDM and hardware virtualization, in a realistic scenario where 
the reliability relies on the latency performance of the network.
IMPACT
LOW LATENCY INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATION
SHOWCASE 2 
Fig. 2. (Up) A low latency concurrent communication link of the virtual transmitter with
commercial off the shelf chips. (Down) In-band full duplex communication link by EBD-equipped SDRs
DEMO SET UP
- Real-time networking for small robots: multiple standard compliant ORCA SDRs form a wireless network to 
connect two brainless robots to a central processing unit (Fig. 1 (up)).
- GFDM link for mission-critical communication: high-performance and robust GFDM communication, which 
enables advanced robot control (Fig. 1 (down)).
- Low Latency concurrent communication link: An SDR based hardware virtual transmitter communicates 
simultaneously with up to 8 commercial off the shelf chips on different frequency bands (Fig.2 (up))
- High-throughput bi-directional link: Two full duplex capable SDRs communicate simultaneously over the same 
channel. (Fig.2 (down)).
Fig. 1. Multiple wireless communication technologies for low-latency industrial applications.
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ORCA CREATES MULTIPLE RADIO INTERFACES ON A SINGLE SDR FOR FREE
An SDR based hardware virtualized TRANSCEIVER communicates concurrently with up to 8 
commercial off the shelf chips on different frequency bands
SAME FOOTPRINT AS SINGLE TRANSCEIVER 
PUBLIC
Orchestration and Reconfiguration
Control Architecture
www.orca-project.eu
SHOWCASE 3 
RESULTS
- Full stack 802.11a/g SDR 
implementation: RF control; FPGA 
baseband; Linux mac80211 driver. 
Achieve critical SIFS timing and 
communication with commercial Wi-Fi.
- FPGA maintained real-time time slice 
handling: create, destroy, config (duty 
cycle, slot).
- Show the time taken for instantiating 
E2E services, including the 
components from the hyperstrator, 
orchestrators, and controllers.
- Show the E2E latency and throughput 
of the different types of network slices
GOALS
CHALLENGES
- Coordinating the orchestration of wired and wireless network segments for establishing routes and providing 
radio access.
- Creating an interface between the SDR and SDN for attaching the radio slices to the core slices.
- Performing many-to-many spectrum virtualization, allowing spectrum partitioning and aggregation.
- Making SDR radio interface compatible with commercial Wi-Fi.
- Creating multiple slices throughout all layers (from the driver in the embedded OS to the radio hardware on 
the FPGA)
- Demonstrate how the functionality provided by ORCA can support E2E communication services.
- Deploy E2E network slices to support diverse traffic requirements of industrial use cases.
- Coordinate the operation of SDR and SDN for creating E2E network slices.
DEPLOYING E2E SERVICES THROUGH
JOINT ORCHESTRATION OF SDR AND SDN
MANY-TO-MANY SPECTRUM VIRTUALIZATION
Partitioning and aggregat on of the wireless spectrum
Orchestration and Reconfiguration
Control Architecture
www.orca-project.eu
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DEPLOYING E2E SERVICES THROUGH
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ORCHESTRATION
PUBLIC
5G IS GREAT, BUT…
§ Network slicing is led by NFV/SDN communities promoting central 
coordination
§ Spectrum sharing and radio slicing requires fine-grained local control in wireless 
domain
TRADE-OFF BETWEEN CENTRAL AND LOCAL COORDINATION
ORCHESTRATION OF E2E SLICING WOULD 
BENEFIT FROM DOMAIN-SPECIFIC EXPERTISE
PUBLIC
§ DIFFERENT NETWORK SEGMENTS
§ built for different purposes
§ different media (optical fibre, copper cables, and wireless) with different technologies & protocols
§ HOW TO COMBINE INTO END-TO-END SLICE?
§ HOW  TO GUARANTEE SUFFICIENT FINE-GRAINED RESOURCE CONTROL IN DIFFERENT 
SEGMENTS?
§ WIRED VERSUS WIRELESS
§ wired: predictable and known capacity
§ wireless: variable capacity
§ due to the inherent stochastic nature of the wireless medium
§ due to interference (broadcast nature of wireless links)
§ due to mobility
§ DIFFERENT ABSTRACTIONS AND MODELS!
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END-TO-END VISION: MOTIVATION
PUBLIC52
ORCA WHITE PAPER https://orca-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2018/10/orchestrating_e2e_network_slices_Final.pdf
PUBLIC
END-TO-END VISION: HIERARCHICAL ORCHESTRATION
53
Wired/optical/cloud Orchestrator
Path
Provisioning
MonitoringNFVManager
Wireless Orchestrator
Radio
Provisioning
RFV
ManagerMonitoring
Hyperstrator
Service  Requests
Available resources
Domain Requirements
Service #1
Chain
VNF 
#1
VNF 
#N
VNF 
#2
VRF 
#1
VRF 
#N
VRF 
#2
Service #N
Chain
VNF 
#1
VNF 
#N
VNF 
#2
Function Deployment
VRF 
#1
VRF 
#N
VRF 
#2
Function Deployment
Slicing descriptorSlicing descriptor
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ORCA END-TO-END VISION: BENEFITS
§ MODULAR: specialized segment orchestrator designed by domain experts
§ ROBUST: less vulnerable to single point of failure
§ UPGRADABLE: easy and independent changes or upgrades
§ EXTENSIBLE: easy integration of orchestrators that manage additional/future types of 
network segments
§ TECHNOLOGY NEUTRAL: not restricted to 5G technologies & specific spectral bands
§ SIMPLIFIED STANDARDISATION
§ focus on open interfaces (1) expressing service requirements to hyperstrator and (2) 
expressing high-level functional description of slices between hyperstrator and underlying 
segments orchestrators
§ yields more freedom for solutions within segments
§ minimize risks of dependencies and lock in
55
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THE ROLE OF STANDARDISATION
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EXPLOSION OF STANDARDS!
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1920	 1940	 1960	 1980	 2000	 2020	
Decade	
Accumulated	number	of	standards	 Terrestrial 
broadcasting
Two-way
radio
Mobile 
Telecom
Wireless 
internet
IoT/peripher
al
1920s AM
1930s FM
1940s AT&T MTS
1950s NTSC
1960s PAL SECAM AT&T IMTS
1970s
1980s FM-RDS AMPS, NTT, 
NMT
1990s DAB, DVB-T, 
ATSC
TETRA, 
P25
D-AMPS, 
GSM, IS-95
802.11 a/b Bluetooth
2000s DRM, DVB-T2,
ISDB-T, DTMB
DMR. 
NXDN
CDMA-2000, 
WCDMA, 
TD-SCDMA, 
WiMAX, LTE
802.11n ANT, 802.15.4
2010s LTE-A, 5G-
NR
802.11 
ac/ad/ah/ax
/p
NB-IoT, BTLE, 
LoRa, 
SigFox…
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RETHINKING THE ROLE OF STANDARDISATION
§ Number, complexity, time and hence costs for standardisation increases
§ e.g. 24 documents for GSM ⬌ 279 documents for LTE ⬌ ??? documents for 5G 
§ Despite huge standardisation efforts, wireless world is getting more and more fragmented 
§ DARPA spectrum collaboration challenge
§ Smart spectrum sharing between heterogeneous networks WITHOUT standardisation and 
central coordination 
§ COLLABORATION PROTOCOL for low data rate exchange of spectrum usage & system 
performance
§ ORCA vision: focus on open expressive interfaces
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CONCLUSION
SDR can boost innovation
SDR enables rapid prototyping of full end-to-end solutions well 
before commercial equipment becomes available on the market
SDR is also accessible to research community and SME
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INSPIRED BY…
TEAM
SCATTER
imec + 
Rutgers University
Orchestration and Reconfiguration
Control Architecture
